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The pictograph shows the number of pumpkins harvested by !ve farmers in the fall season.

Use the graph to answer the questions.

= 50 Pumpkins 

Key

Who harvested the most?1) 

2)  How many pumpkins did Jacob harvest?

3) Who harvested 250 pumpkins?

4) Name the farmers who have harvested the same number of 

pumpkins?

5) Danny harvested more pumpkins than Ray. Is that true?
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The pictograph shows the number of pumpkins harvested by !ve farmers in the fall season.

Use the graph to answer the questions.

= 50 Pumpkins 

Key

Who harvested the most?1) 

2)  How many pumpkins did Jacob harvest?

3) Who harvested 250 pumpkins?

4) Name the farmers who have harvested the same number of 

pumpkins?

5) Danny harvested more pumpkins than Ray. Is that true?
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The members lend books from the Master Mind Library. The pictograph shows the number of 

books checked out in !ve days. Use the information from the graph to answer the questions.

= 14 Books 

Key

4) 

How many books were checked out on Thursday?1) 

2)  Which day fewest books were checked out?

3) How many fewer books were checked out on Monday than Friday?

Name the days where the number of checkouts was less than 

50 books.

5) How many books were lent in 5 days?
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The members lend books from the Master Mind Library. The pictograph shows the number of 

books checked out in !ve days. Use the information from the graph to answer the questions.

= 14 Books 

Key

4) 

How many books were checked out on Thursday?1) 

2)  Which day fewest books were checked out?

3) How many fewer books were checked out on Monday than Friday?

Name the days where the number of checkouts was less than 

50 books.

5) How many books were lent in 5 days?
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The pictograph shows the sales of pizzas in !ve rivalry pizzerias on Friday. Use the information from 

the graph to answer the questions.

= 20 Pizzas 

Key

3)

5)

4) 

Which pizzeria has the second largest sales? 1) 

2)  How many pizzas were sold by Domiano’s Pizza?

How many more pizzas were sold by Uncle John than Little Secrets?

Which pizzeria sold fewer pizzas; Pizza House or Poppers Pizza?

How many more pizzas should Pizza House need to sell to have 

the sales equal to Domiano’s Pizza?
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3)

5)

4) 

Which pizzeria has the second largest sales? 1) 

2)  How many pizzas were sold by Domiano’s Pizza?

How many more pizzas were sold by Uncle John than Little Secrets?

Which pizzeria sold fewer pizzas; Pizza House or Poppers Pizza?

How many more pizzas should Pizza House need to sell to have 

the sales equal to Domiano’s Pizza?

Answer key
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